STARTLING which the Tech regarding their financial standing.

The Junior Prom Committee held a post-mortem Sunday morning, and after a long session came to the decision that an article should be published in The Tech, summarizing their findings.

"Twenty-two men signed up for the Prom, who did not show up according to their agreements and who did not attend the Prom. As the committee can only make an accurate report according to the number of men signed up, it cannot really be said that twenty-two backing out of their signatures that the committee could not at least help go into debt badly.

There is already a spirited effort to pay up at once and in two weeks the committee has decided to publish some articles to the effect of the students to stand back of their signatures and pay. This step will be taken not only for the benefit of this year's committee but for the better interests of the committee.

Another regrettable incident at the Prom was the taking of sixty-five dollar orders.

The committee wishes to particularly emphasize that men who signed up for the Prom should pay at once, and that the Prom orders must be left at the Cafe."

1911 Junior Prom Committee
S. B. COPELAND
R. H. GOULD
N. P. KLIMBALD
P. A. NIXON
G. W. WILKES
H. D. WILLIAMS

ENGINEERS' MEETING

Thermophobia of Concrete Foundation

Mr. C. P. H. Coulson, a member of the Mass. Institute of Technology Corporation, will be given a lecture on the subject of thermophobia of concrete foundation, which will present a paper on the "Testing of Water Wheels after Installation."

Mr. Desmond Fitzgerald, a member of the Mass. Institute of Technology Corporation, will give an illustrated talk on the making of the "Coca-Cola" can at the Young Men's Christian Union, Wednesday, April 27, at 8 P.M.

Students at Syracuse will provide the chrysanthemums and 2,000 roses for decorations at their senior ball.

TECHNOLOGY EIGHT SANCTIONED BY M. I. T. A.

Association Will Not Assume Any Of The Debts Incurred by The Crew

With an attendance of over two hundred and fifty, the Civil Engineering Society held a very interesting meeting yesterday afternoon in 6 Lowell.

Mr. Sydney E. Thompson, a graduate of the Institute in the class of 1889 was the speaker of the afternoon, and gave a very instructive lecture on the subject, "Lessons to be drawn from Failures in Concrete." Mr. Thompson is prominent consulting engineer, and very high authority upon concrete, and has been called upon to make numerous investigations into large concrete structures which have failed. The "postmortem" examinations are of great value in helping to avoid future mistakes, and require expert judgment and knowledge of the subject to be able to diagnose the cause of failure correctly.

Mr. Thompson began his lecture by showing pictures of some very large failures and structures which have not failed, but given great satisfaction. Pictures were also shown to explain the general idea of the forms used for concrete work in buildings, and also the typical specimens of concrete structures. Following this, Mr. Thompson gave as an illustration of failure a curvet in which the concrete did not set up to the same. The cause of failure was fixed at the cement to the concrete. It was moved that this bill be reconstituted and presented to the advisory council to be passed.

SOPHS TO PLAY LOWELL

Today the Sophomore Baseball team goes to Lowell to meet the strong Lowell team. The men are to meet at the Union at 12.30 and they will take the one o'clock train from the South Station.

The Sophs seem to have acquired their style of game shown by the great game at Winchester when after their opponents had led the score to 8 in their favor, they turned the tables and won the game for the score of 7 to 6.

Lowell Textile has one of the strongest teams in the state and without doubt today's game is the hardest on the Sophs. Nevertheless, Lowell has had no defeats in the games played so far this year and they are making every effort to continue in the South Station.

The following line up for the game:

Saccio, Dunn, Severson, Hamilton, O'Dell, Ensmill and Sampson.

BASEBALL RESULTS

American League.

Boston, Philadelphia, rain.
Washington, 9; New York, 7.

National League.

Philadelphia, 9; Boston, 4.
New York, 9; Brooklyn, 3.
Cincinnati-St. Louis, 5.
Chicago-Filene's.

College

Colgate, 2;
Dartmouth, 5;
Brooklyn, 1.

University of Maine, 6;
Norwich, 4.

Lessons to Be Drawn From Concrete Failures

Mr. S. E. Thompson 1889

Gives Very instructive Talk Before C. E. Society

VARiTY HANDICAP MEET AND RELAY RACE SATURDAY

Meet To Be Held At Field And Relay Team Starts For Philadelphina Tomorrow

Something new in the line of a track meet is promised at the Field next Saturday. Events will all be handicapped, and besides this, Coach Kansky says the distances will be something original.

Three of the events have competitions on the amount of the Relay Carnival at Philadelphia. W. C. B. Saltenburg and I. H. F. Short 1911 will not be seen in the quarter, P. D. White 1911 will be absent from the half, and L. O. Mills 1911 will not run in the mile. The handicaps have not yet been announced, but Coach Kansky knows just what each man is capable of doing, and is sure to plan interesting races in every event.

When asked about the probability of victory at Philadelphia, Mr. Kansky said, "We have a strong team. and as yet only Syracuse has been matched with Tech, so it looks like a match between Syracuse and Tech.

WIRELESS SOCIETY

Symms 1911 and Ellis 1912 To Report Election of Officers

A meeting of the Wireless Society will be held Friday afternoon in 11 Eng. Lab. This time Mr. Symms 1911 will report on the government's attitude on wireless interference, and what arguments can be made to avoid all possible conflict with commercial companies in this frequency. Mr. Ellis 1912 will bring forward the plan for a society at Philadelphia, will give a full report on the formation of the Intercollegiate Wireless Association—a new movement started by the Wireless Club of the University of Pennsylvania. The elections of officers will also take place at this time.

The action of Yale withdrawing from the Association, composed of Pennsylvania, Cornell, Yale, Princeton and Columbia, was the result of a meeting at New York, in which Gooble, the heavyweight champion, and Swasey, the lightweight champion were voted into the Yale Associated.

CALENDAR

Wednesday, April 27.

12.30—1:30—High School Meet in Union with Lowell.

6:00 P.M.—Technology Christian Association dinner, annual meeting, and election of officers.

Thursday, April 28.

P. M.—Relay team leaves for Philadelphia.

Friday, April 29.

4:00 P.M.—1911 Technique Electrical Council meeting and annual dinner.

Saturday, April 30.

2:30 P.M.—Rudy's Handicap, Tech Field.

2:30 P.M.—Relay Carnival, Phila.

3:30 P. M.—Tech Show dinner at Union.